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About me

▪Researcher Advocate

▪Experience in submission/peer review/editorial workflows

▪Co-business lead in Research Editorial DEI workstream

▪Cross-functional engagement
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Wiley’s guiding principles

DE&I is embedded in everything and 
throughout the entire employee 

experience. 

Knowledge is for everyone. 

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility
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Building DEI within Wiley

▪ Talent acquisition

– AI-powered support to diversify candidate recruitment pool

– PeduL scholarships

– Interview training

▪ Employee Resource Groups

▪ Creating opportunities for colleagues to engage in conversations on DEI issues

▪ Equipping our colleagues through training (LinkedIn Learning)

https://www.wiley.com/en-gb/corporatecitizenship

https://www.pedul.com/
https://www.wiley.com/en-gb/corporatecitizenship
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Building DEI within Wiley

Pamela Rivera
Director, DEI Strategy

Art Howard
VP, DEI
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Better together: Coalition for Diversity and Inclusion in Scholarly Communications 
(C4DISC) 

▪ Founded in 2017 by representative organizations and individuals working in scholarly communications

▪ Formed to discuss and address issues of diversity and inclusion

▪ Underlying principles:

– Future of scholarly communications positively impacted by attracting and retaining professionals from diverse and/or 
historically excluded backgrounds

– Increasing DEI in scholarly communications is a moral imperative

– Research shows that diverse teams outperform homogeneous teams

– Realizing diverse teams brings different perspectives and creativity

– Diverse teams help us better serve diverse research and academic communities

▪ ‘Working collectively, we can combine our resources and have a greater impact.’
– Toolkits for Equity resources for guidance on:

– Setting up workplace equity groups

– What to do in cases of discrimination or microaggressions

– How to begin conversations about race

https://c4disc.org/

https://c4disc.org/
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DEI in the research community: what’s the problem?

PROPRIETARY & CONFIDENTIAL

▪ Research isn’t as diverse or inclusive as it needs to be

– In the US in 2018, people with Latinx identities (18% of general population) earned 7% of 

doctorates, and Black researchers (13% of general population) earned 7% of doctorates

– In 2020, 0.7% of professorial staff at British universities identified as Black

– Globally, only 30% of researchers are women (8% in Ethiopia, 52% in Argentina, 26% in France)

– Also in the US in 2018, researchers with disabilities were half as likely to be employed in STEM 

fields

– In the 2021 Wiley Society Member Survey, 85% of respondents in Engineering identified as 

male, and 71% of respondents in Nursing identified as female

– The pandemic has exacerbated some inequities, especially gender, race and career status

https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf20301/report/u-s-doctorate-awards#overall-trends
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/staff/working-in-he
https://en.unesco.org/news/just-30-world%E2%80%99s-researchers-are-women-whats-situation-your-country
http://news.aag.org/2018/09/researchers-with-disabilities-in-the-academic-system/#:~:text=Another%20report%20by%20the%20National,and%20younger%20has%20a%20disability.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/leap.1457
https://info.growkudos.com/brave-new-world-report
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DEI in the research community: what’s the problem?

PROPRIETARY & CONFIDENTIAL

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-07634-8

https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1915378117

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-021-01522-z

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-07634-8
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1915378117
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-021-01522-z
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UN Sustainable Development Goals, and DORA
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The Joint Commitment

▪ Launched by the Royal Society of Chemistry in 2020

▪ 52 publishing organisations as signatories, representing >15,000 journals

▪ Four pledges:

−Understand our research community

−Reflect the diversity of our community

−Share success to achieve impact

−Set minimum standards on which to build

https://rsc.li/publishing-equality

https://rsc.li/publishing-equality
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The Joint Commitment: progress to date

Minimum standards:

– Ensure inclusion and diversity are integrated into publishing activities and strategic planning

– Work to understand demographic diversity of authors/editors/reviewers

– Acknowledge barriers within publishing experienced by authors/editors/reviewers from under-
represented communities, and take actions to address them

– Define and communicate responsibilities that authors/editors/reviewers/publishing staff have towards 
inclusion and diversity

– Review and revise appointment process for editors/editorial boards to capture widest talent pool possible

– Publicly report on progress on inclusion and diversity at least once annually

Standardised questions for self-reported diversity data collection:

– Cover gender identity and race/ethnicity

– Facilitate cross-publisher collaboration using a shared, consistent framework

https://rsc.li/publishing-equality

https://rsc.li/publishing-equality
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Embedding DEI within research publishing

▪ Research DEI workstreams: Editorial, Content Review, Content Transformation, 

Marketing, Legal, Communications, Data

Business leads

Advisory 
Board

Working Group: 
authors and 
reviewers

Working Group: 
editors and 

society partners

Other SMEs
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Embedding DEI within research publishing

▪ Progress so far

– Research in Support of Equity (RISE) microsite with free content

– Thought leadership articles on The Wiley Network

–2021 Society Member Survey with focus on DEI

– Partnerships with/sponsorships of organisations that advance DE&I in scholarly 

community, e.g. Leading Routes, Black in Chem, Black in Psych, Black in Neuro

–DEI statement on Wiley Online Library for all Wiley-owned publications

– Journal DEI strategy toolkit

– Initial collection and analysis of editor/editorial board demographic data

https://rise.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
https://www.wiley.com/network
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/leap.1457
https://leadingroutes.org/
https://blackinchem.org/
https://www.blackinpsych.org/
https://www.blackinneuro.com/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/publishing-policies
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Embedding DEI within research publishing

▪Progress so far (continued)

–Author name change policy, including collaboration with US 

Department of Energy labs

–Enabling pronouns within publishing workflow

–Enabling honorifics within publishing workflow

–Guidance for external events

–FAQs for colleagues

– ‘Courageous Conversations’ training for Editorial colleagues

https://www.wiley.com/network/societyleaders/publishing-strategy/new-author-name-change-policy-supports-a-more-inclusive-publishing-environment
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What can journals do?

Develop your DEI strategy > Communicate your DEI strategy

Editors and editorial teams

▪ Increase diversity: gender, geography, race and ethnicity, career level

Peer review process

▪ Consider implementing double anonymous or transparent process

▪ Increase pool of reviewers from underrepresented groups

▪ Comments should be clear, concise, and inclusive so that they are easily understood by authors for whom 
English is not their first language

Author guidelines

▪ Guidelines should be clear, concise, and inclusive so that they are easily understood by authors for whom 
English is not their first language

▪ Implement Free Format and move to Research Exchange to reduce barriers for submission

PROPRIETARY & CONFIDENTIAL

https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/Journal-Authors/Prepare/free-format-submission.html
https://www.wiley.com/network/archive/makingthesubmissionprocessbetterforeveryonewithresearchexchange
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What have we learned?

▪Tackling DEI issues is complex

▪Think holistically; there are lots of interconnected elements

▪DEI is a journey; learn to adapt and flex

▪DEI is everyone’s issue

▪Don’t over-focus on some identity groups at the expense of others

▪Avoid tokenism, counting numbers and virtue signalling 

▪Don’t let the perfect be the enemy of the good



ENABLING DISCOVERY |  POWERING EDUCATION  | SHAPING WORKFORCES

‘Real change, enduring 
change, happens one step 
at a time.’

Ruth Bader Ginsburg



ENABLING DISCOVERY  | POWERING EDUCATION  | SHAPING WORKFORCES

Thank you!



Q&A


